
It's time to freshen up your personal
brand. You've been putting off getting
new head shots for ages, as you think it's
all a bit scary, intimidating and awkward
- well that was before you found us! Fear
no more, because Amanda Ramsay Head
Shot days are far from the strained,
uncomfortable, boring headshot shoots of
the past. We are all about creating a
SAFE space for you to SHINE and
actually have FUN while getting
AMAZING photos of yourself and a
bunch of makeup tips to take with you for
future photo opportunities. 
 
I promise it isn’t as painful as you think,
we are experts in making you look the
best version of yourself. Consider that
people judge you within 7 seconds - even
less when the image is online - long before
you've even had a chance to impress them
with your amazing knowledge. Your head
shot is critical to people engaging with
your story and your business.
 
A Head Shot session is brilliant for your
LinkedIn/Social profiles, website and
anywhere your image should be. Pictures
are delivered within 2 - 5 days.
 

www.amandaramsay.com.au

Amanda and her team made
me feel as if I really matter, I

had a smile on my face all day.
This is something I will

remember and I feel so much
better about myself. I will show
confidence I haven't felt in a

long time.

Sarah Lowe 
Guardian Childcare & Education

PERSONAL BRAND HEAD SHOTS
With award-winning Makeup Artist & Visual Corporate
Stylist Amanda Ramsay and her Photography expert.

❞

❝ 

Maryanne



Amanda Ramsay's Head Shot days are
quick, fun and painless. You are in really
good hands - we have over 15 years
experience working with busy superwomen
just like you - with a shared vision for
helping women look incredible and feel
spectacular. The best version of you.
 
Each 40 minute personal Head Shot
session is in a local Gold Coast photo
studio and costs $350. 
 
Here's what you'll get:
 
+ A 20 minute makeup & hair touch up 
+ Support and advice on styling
+ Expert tips for updating and freshening
up your look so you can grow with
confidence (and how to do your own
makeup, hair & styling for future photo
opportunities).
+ A 20 minute photo shoot, with 2
different backgrounds 
+ 3 - 5 photos with total buy-out  (ie you
own the images and can do what you
want with them)

www.amandaramsay.com.au

PERSONAL BRAND HEAD SHOTS
With award-winning Makeup Artist & Visual Corporate
Stylist Amanda Ramsay and her Photography expert.

To book please contact:
Amanda Ramsay

amanda@amandaramsay.com.au
0414 303 736

Janet

I'm really pleased with the
results. I had so much fun and

should have done it years ago -
it has instilled a lot of

confidence - thank you so much.

❞

❝ 


